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Truth-Value Judgment Task in Dutch and English 
Do {seemed, had to} need to be interpreted within or outside of the scope of tense? 
Prediction - they are in complementary distribution: had to >> tense >> seemed  
	

Methods 
Materials 8 contexts with past & present evaluation time; final sentence with had to or seemed. Past tense 
anchors avoided by using direct speech & present tense in context. Modeled after Hacquard (2006)[3] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Procedure 40 native naïve speakers of Dutch-Dutch and 38 native naïve speakers of American-English, 
recruited through Prolific, judged whether the speaker is saying something ‘True’ or ‘False’; they saw 1 
had to sentence with a present target, 1 had to sentence with a past target; similarly 2 seemed sentences; 
1 training item; 3 fillers; 1 native speaker check. 
 

Results 

The debate: The structural height of epistemic modals 
 

Classic view: Despite surface appearances, epistemic modals like 
have to scope over tense[1],[2],[3]:  
 

(1)   There had to be at least a hundred people there.           (Stowell 1994[2]) 
   ‘At this moment, given what I know now, it is necessary that there were at least a  
   hundred people.’            Present TP, epistemic > tense 
 

Challengers: Epistemic modals can, and in fact must, scope under 
tense[4],[5],[6]: 
 

(2)   Context (epistemic): I was looking for Jan last night. I had searched all his usual         
   haunts except his house and hadn’t found him yet.  

  Jan moest    (wel) thuis     zijn.         (Rullmann & Matthewson 2018[5]) 
      Jan NEC.past (PRT) at.home be 
      ‘Jan had to be home.’             Past TP, tense > epistemic 

 

   (3)   Gisteren moest   hij nog in Portugal geweest zijn op zijn verjaardag,  
       yesterday NEC.past he still   in  Portugal   been         be     on  his   birthday  

   maar het nieuwe bewijsmateriaal toont  aan dat dat een foute conclusie was.  
  but      the  new         evidence               shows on    that that a      wrong conclusion was  
  ‘Yesterday he was supposed to have been in Portugal on his birthday, but     

      the new evidence indicates that that conclusion was wrong.’ (Aelbrecht 2013[4]) 
 

Claim: In Dutch and English, epistemic modals scope over tense. 
Support 1: Quantitative data using controlled contexts 
Support 2: Reanalysis of (2) and (3) as context shift[7],[8] 
 
(4)  a. Two days ago, Poirot thought that Mary had to be home.    (Hacquard 2010[8]) 
  b. Given what Poirot knew then, Mary had to be home. 
 
(5)  Jan {leek, ?moest     wel}  thuis (te) zijn, maar nu  weet ik dat niet meer    zeker. 
      Jan  seemed must.past PRT  home  to   be,    but      now know I  that not   anymore certain 
    ‘John {seemed/?had} to be home, but now I’m not so sure anymore.’ 
 
 

Experiment  Past TP? Evaluating epistemics 

Conclusion 
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v  Epistemic modals like moeten and have to scope over tense. 
 

v  Epistemic verbs like lijken and seem scope under tense.  
 

v What is at stake? The link between modal flavor and structural 
position[3,9]; more specifically, the height of epistemic modals/size of 
their complements[10]. 

   

Take away 
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 Rullmann & Matthewson (2018)[5] 
 

I was looking for Jan last night. I had searched all his usual 
haunts except his house and hadn’t found him yet. Jan moest 
(wel) thuis zijn./‘John had to be home.’  
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 Aelbrecht (2013)[4] 
 

(8) Gisteren moest   hij nog in Portugal geweest zijn 
 yesterday NEC.past he still   in Portugal    been          be 
 op zijn verjaardag, maar het nieuwe bewijsmateriaal toont    
 aan dat dat een foute conclusie was.  
 ‘Yesterday he was supposed to have been in Portugal on  
 his birthday, but the new evidence indicates that that 
conclusion was wrong.’  

Context	 Al	has	been	a	prime	suspect	for	a	crime	that	occurred	last	night	in	Montreal.	Up	to	now,	all	of	the	
evidence	 pointed	 to	 him	 being	 in	Montreal	 last	 night.	 But	 just	 now,	 the	 detective	 receives	 fresh	
evidence	that	proves	that	Al	was	in	fact	in	DC	last	night.	
The	detective	says:	Al	had	to	be	in	DC.	 Target	present	–	Prediction	TRUE	
																																						Al	had	to	be	in	Montreal.	
	

														past																															FALSE	

The	detective	says:	Al	seemed	to	be	in	DC.	 Target	present	–	Prediction	FALSE	
																																						Al	seemed	to	be	in	Montreal.	 														past																														TRUE	

Table	1:	4	condi'ons	for	the	TVJT	

à Past epistemic possibility? 
à Yes, past relative to UT, but present relative to a past ‘plan’. 
à Special use of the Dutch past tense (9)-(10) (Verkuyl 2008[11], 

see also Romance intention-in-the-past (Cipria & Roberts 
2000[12])). 

 

(9)  Gisteren was hij nog in Portugal geweest op zijn verjaardag. 
       yesterday  was   he  still   in  Portugal   been           on  his    birthday 
  ‘Yesterday he was supposed to have been in Portugal on his b.’ 
(10) Gisteren ging hij nog naar Portugal op zijn verjaardag. 
  yesterday  went  he   still   to      Portugal    on  his    birthday 
  ‘Yesterday he was supposed to go to Portugal on his birthday.’ 

 

  Proposal: a biclausal analysis with a covert past tense.  
   
  [CP Yesterday it was still the case that [CP he had to have been in P.]] 

 

  Evidence: (8)-(10) pass standard tests for biclausality  
      -  contradicting temporal adverbs; second adverb 
       doesn’t need to be in the scope of the first;  
       -  again can modify (A) the plan, or (B) the event. 

Prediction borne out for Dutch [figure 1]:  
  à moest is judged ‘true’ with present   
   target, ‘false’ with past (moest >> tense);  
  à leek is judged ‘true’ with past time target  
   (tense >> leek).  

Not borne out:  
  à leek is judged true with present time target. 

 

Figure 1: % of tokens (n=40 per condition) judged 
‘True’ with a pres(ent) or past target in Dutch 

v  Past tense epistemics like had to and moest 
have a present TP in English and Dutch; 

v  FID and ‘futurates’ with the Dutch past tense 
shift contexts to past to which epistemics anchor. 

Take away:  
Question – 	if	epistemics	scope	over	tense,	why	do	they	 	 	
	 		 	 					someKmes	appear	to	have	past	TP	(2),	(3)?		

Claim	–	epistemics	are	always	evaluated	to	the	local	‘now’,							
	 						but	that	can	shiK	in	context.	Pastness	is	contributed					
			 						by	higher	past.	
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Figure 2: % of tokens (n=38 per condition) judged ‘True’ 
with a pres(ent) or past target in English 
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Dutch English 

Follow-up for English: Is a past TP available?  
Acceptability study on sentences with a contrastive follow-up (5). 
Prediction: OK   seemed  

     NOT OK had to  
 

Methods Materials 6 contexts discussing a past belief; a seemed/
had to sentence contrasting this belief with an updated one (7). 
Procedure 28 naïve American-English speakers recruited through 
Prolific judged whether 2 seemed or had to targets ‘sound fine’ or ‘a 
(little) strange’; 1 training item; 4 fillers; 1 native speaker check.  
 

Results Prediction borne out – seemed, but not had to ‘sounds 
fine’ in these contexts [figure 3]. 

 a. While the earth seemed to be stationary, it’s actually not.  
 b. While the earth had to be stationary, it’s actually not.  

(7) (Part of context) The 
 ancient Greeks worried 
 much about astronomy, but 
 they had some beliefs that 
 have since been shown to 
 be false. For  instance,  

.	
	

Follow-up for Dutch: Are bare statives OK? 
Acceptability study on moest sentences with a 
bare stative and a perfect in their complement. 
 

Methods Materials 6 sentences with/without a 
perfect following the TVJT contexts (6). 
Procedure 27 naïve Dutch-Dutch speakers 
recruited through Prolific judged whether 2 bare 
stative or 2 perfect sentences ‘sound fine’ or 
‘sound (a little) strange’; 1 training item; 4 fillers. 
 

Results both types similar acceptability [table 2]. 

MOEST  
(NEC.PST) 

+ bare stative 20/24 (83%) 

+ perfect 22/30 (73%) 

Table 2: n sentences judged ‘fine’ (%) 

(6) Ad moest wel in Breda zijn (geweest). 
 Ad  must      PRT in Breda   been (be) 
 ‘Ad had to {be, have been} in Breda.’ 

Prediction borne out for English [figure 2]:  
  à had to is judged ‘true’ with present  
   target, ‘false’ with past. 

Not borne out: 
  à seemed is judged ‘true’ with present  
   target, ‘false’ with past. 

	

.	
	

.	
	

only seemed can have a 
past target 

.	
	

à Past epistemic possibility?  
à Yes, past relative to UT, but present relative to higher past. 

 ‘Given my knowledge at the time of searching,  
            John had to be home.’  
 
Analysis (Boogaart 2002)[7]: Free Indirect Discourse. 
Evidence: Temporal adverbials anchored to narrator’s now. 
 

   (Same context as above) Jan moest        nu  (wel)  thuis zijn. 
            Jan NEC.PST.3SG now (PRT)  home be 
            ‘Jan had to be home now.’  

Figure 3: % of 
seemed (n=26) and 
had to (n=30) 
tokens judged ‘fine’ 
with a past target 
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